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V772 Cas: AN INTRINSICALLY VARIABLE BpSiSTAR IN AN ECLIPSING BINARY?GANDET, T. L.Lizard Hollow Observatory, P.O. Box 89175, Tuson, AZ 85752-9175, USA; e-mail: tlglhobs�omast.netV772 Cas (HD 10260, HR 481) was disovered to be variable by the Hipparos team(ESA, 1997), who determined the amplitude to be 0.039 magnitudes (Hp). Kazarovetset al. (1999) lassi�ed it as an ACV: star and assigned the GCVS designation of V772Cas. Hube (1970) announed the radial veloity (RV) to be variable, based on elevenspetra. An ongoing study, by the present author, of late{B stars whose RVs have beendisovered to vary (e.g. by Hube, 1970), but whih lak published orbits, has so faryielded orbital periods, Porb, for several of them, inluding V772 Cas. Combining the RVsof Hube (1970) with the Hipparos photometry of V772 Cas, we �nd that Porb = 5:0138days and on�rm that it is an elipsing binary, perhaps an Algol-type. We present apreliminary spetrosopi orbit and evidene for a possible modulation of the light urve,whih may arise in intrinsi variability of the primary star, perhaps of the �2 CVn type.The purpose of this note is to alert observers to the possibility of intrinsi variabilityof this hemially peuliar, slowly rotating, B8IIIpSi elipsing binary star, in order thatobservations may be made as early as the oming observing season (2008{2009).Otero (2007) announed that V772 Cas is an elipsing binary, with an eentri orbitand a period of 10.7269 days. At the same time, he autioned that the star `might be asmall amplitude ACV (V = 6:68�6:69) star with a period of 3.5473 d'. We attempted toresolve this unertainty in the period and to determine the type of variability by requiringthat the photometri and RV data meet, as losely as possible, these onditions: the or-ret period must result in the maximum oherene in the phased veloity and light urves;the least squares solution for the spetrosopi orbital elements onverges to a Keplerianone; the �nal orbit yields the minimum standard error (S.E.) of one RV observation, andthat it predits a naive proxy time of primary minimum. It should be emphasized thatHipparos did not observe any elipse throughout its entire length, so that there is nodiretly observed time of minimum for V772 Cas. As a simple proxy for it, we adoptedTmin to be the JD of the faintest magnitude observed by Hipparos.Candidate periods were initially hosen from amongst those with the strongest signalsin a period searh of the Hipparos data using various standard periodogram tehniques.The resulting power spetra di�ered amongst themselves. However, the strongest peaksin the spetral window, between 0.9 and 12 days, are at 5.08, 5.67, 8.23, 9.08, 10.84 days,with a very weak one at 3.55 days, and there are no peaks at aliases of one year. Phaseplots of the RV and Hipparos photometry data for periods orresponding to the strongestpeaks in the power spetra between 0.9 days and 12 days, fousing on the interval between3 and 12 days, were ultimately relied upon to eliminate those andidate periods that gavelearly inoherent or extremely noisy light urves.
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No oherent phased light urves were found for periods between 10.1 and 12.5 days,although somewhat oherent and noisy light urves for periods of 3.461 and 10.026 daysmust be mentioned, as the former provides some support for the shorter period proposedby Otero (2007) and the latter is twie the period ultimately settled upon as being theorret one. The andidate period of 10.026 days yields a light urve with two learminima separated by very nearly 0:5P , but it was eliminated beause the resulting RVurve is double-waved, inonsistent with dupliity and evidene that this andidate periodis twie the true period. While the 3.461-day period light urve is very noisy, it produesa very lean RV urve, whih is nonetheless neither Keplerian nor onvergent in the orbitsolution.As might be expeted from suh a small number of observations, the periodogramsearh of the RVs was not very helpful. However, none of the spetral window peaks inthe RV data orrespond to any of the andidate periods desribed above, nor do any ofthe strongest RV power spetrum peaks yield a oherent and Keplerian RV urve.Combining the results from the periodogram and phase-plot period searhes of theHipparos and RV data, it was found that light and RV urves that met the requirementsdesribed above ould only be obtained by periods between about 5.012 and 5.014 days.Applying those riteria, we found that Porb = 5:0138 days produes the minimum satterin the light urve, a spetrosopi orbit solution that both onverges to a Keplerian orbitand very losely predits a simple proxy for Tmin (see below).However, the orbit solution onverged to Porb = 5:01253 days when all orbital elementswere allowed to vary as unknowns. Elipses will our, assuming i = 90Æ, at phasesorresponding to �+! = 90Æ and 270Æ, where � is the true anomaly and ! is the longitudeof periastron in the orbit. Porb = 5:01253 was rejeted beause Tmin, as predited from theorbit solution, is nearly one day di�erent from our proxy Tmin. Furthermore, Porb = 5:0138is only slightly more than 1� longer while produing a more oherent light urve. We thus�xed the period in the orbit solution at 5.0138 days, and the resulting orbital elementsare listed in Table 1, whih also provides their standard errors. Orbital elements from thePorb = 5:01253 solution di�er from the one adopted here by no more than expeted fromthe standard errors of eah solution. We also emphasize that none of the other andidateperiods resulted in both oherent light and veloity urves, and that the orretness ofPorb = 5:0138 days an be supported entirely by the photometry, without appeal to theRVs, as disussed below. Moreover, these ombined results appear to exlude any periodnear 3.5 days, or between 10.0-12.0 days, from being the orret one. The RVs andHipparos data over 387 and 233 yles of the orbit, respetively.Table 1. Spetrosopi orbital elements of V772 Cas.Element Value S.E.P=5.0138 �(�xed) daysT=JD 2439799.53�0.61 dayse=0.17 �0.10!=305Æ �45ÆV0=�3.1 �2.9 km se�1K=38.4 �4.7 km se�1
Figure 1 shows the eleven RVs of Hube (1970), phased on Porb = 5:0138 days andreferred to the time of periastron in Table 1. The small grey dots indiate the RV urveusing those orbital elements. In view of the small number of RV measures of V772 Cas,this orbit must be onsidered preliminary.
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Figure 1. Radial veloity urve of V772 Cas, Porb = 5:0138 days, observations by Hube (1970).� = 0:0 is the time of periastron passage given in Table 1. The theoretial veloity urve is that fromthe orbital elements in Table 1.

Figure 2. Light urve of V772 Cas light urve (Hipparos observations). The observations are phasedon Porb = 5:0138 days and Tmin = JD 2448099:08.
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Figure 2 shows the full light urve of the Hipparos data, phased on Porb=5.0138 daysand the proxy Tmin=JD 2448099.08; the light urves in Figures 3 and 4 also are phasedthis way. Largely owing to the distortion of the light urve evident in Figure 2, we donot o�er an estimate of the unertainty of Tmin, but point out that Tmin=JD 2448099.19would be appropriate if the elipse were total and the egress portion of the light urve wereas short as the ingress portion. However, Porb and the time of periastron passage givenin Table 1 predits Tmin to our only 0.002 day later than the proxy Tmin given above.Notie that the time of periastron and time of minimum were determined by virtuallyindependent methods, the period being �xed entirely from the photometry while the timeof periastron is entirely from the orbit solution.Figures 3 and 4 show detail from Figure 2 near primary elipse, at �=0.0, and at �=0.5,respetively. The o�set by �0.06 in phase of the shallow `seondary minimum', seen inFigure 3, is merely onsistent with the poorly-determined eentriity given in Table 1.It may, instead, be aounted for by a short-period modulation of the system's light thatappears to be present throughout the entire orbit, and this putative modulation mayalso be responsible for the marked asymmetry of the light urve during primary elipse(0.10< � <0.25), visible in Figure 3, and for the `third' minimum at ��0.35 seen inFigure 4. If it is aepted that the supposed minimum at ��0.56 is real and not merelyan observational artifat, then it seems diÆult to dismiss the minima at ��0.35 asourring entirely by hane. It was not found possible to arti�ially fore light minimato our at preisely �=0.0 and 0.5 and to have both a onviningly oherent light urveand a onvergent orbit solution. Sine v sin i is only 20 km se�1 (Abt et al. 2002),variations owing to an ellipsoidal-shaped primary star do not seem likely.This short-period modulation apparently persisted during the 233 orbital yles overedby the Hipparos observations, and its period must therefore be equal to an integer frationof Porb to have maintained oherene. A value for it very lose to one day may be gleanedfrom the light urve, and we note, in passing, that Porb/5 = 1.00276 days. (A referee,more alert than the present author, pointed out that this is very lose to the lengthof the sidereal day in units of mean solar days. It is worth mentioning that the spetralwindow of the out-of-elipse Hipparos data set shows no signatures, above the noise level,between periods of 0.5-1.7 days.) An attempt to determine a more aurate value forthis periodiity was made by removing from onsideration all observations made duringprimary elipse, onstrued narrowly, and then performing periodogram searhes of theremaining data. None of the strongest peaks in the power spetrum of this out-of-elipsedata are very lose to an integer fration of Porb, in the interval 0.5-7.0 days, and noneof them produe a onviningly oherent light urve. A period of 1.609 days produes aonvining light urve, and Porb/3=1.671. But this result is ompliated by the hoieof observations that are presumed to fall outside of elipse. It is hoped that futureobservations will sort out this situation.Beause the modulation apparently remained oherent, it may be attributed to eitherintrinsi variability with a onstant period, or to dupliity of one of the omponents.The primary star's spetral type, B8IIIpSi (Cowley 1972), and the distortion of the lighturve at primary minimum suggest that intrinsi variability of the primary star is themore likely soure of the modulation and that it is of the �2 CVn type (ACV). That itis the primary star to whih the variability should be assigned is indiated by the large�m between the two omponents, whih is inferred by the failure, so far, to detet theseondary's spetrum and by the shallow, `seondary', minimum near ��0.56.
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Figure 3. Light urve of V772 Cas light urve (Hipparos observations) showing detail near primaryelipse. Notie the light urve asymmetry during primary elipse. The observations are phased onPorb=5.0138 days and Tmin=JD 2448099.08.

Figure 4. Light urve of V772 Cas (Hipparos observations) showing detail near �=0.5. A shallowminimum may our at ��0.56. Another minimum, of about the same depth, is possible at ��0.35.The observations are phased on Porb=5.0138 days and Tmin=JD 2448099.08.
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This note proposes an orbital period of 5.0138 days for V772 Cas and that the lighturve may be modulated by intrinsi light variations of the primary star with a periodnear 1 day. High-resolution spetra and time-series photometry of V772 Cas are highlydesirable to determine the harater of the putative modulation, espeially of its period,and to larify the nature of the elipsing-spetrosopi binary system. Observations atsites separated by some distane in terrestrial longitude would be valuable.Dr. P. Etzel, of the Mt. Laguna Observatory, kindly furnished the program with whihthe spetrosopi orbital elements were alulated. The assistane of the anonymousreferee in the preparation of this paper is very muh appreiated. This researh hasmade use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane, and of theSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory/NASA Astrophysis Data System (ADS) hostedat CDS.
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